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EXPERIENCE

SOLUTIONS

TRANSPARENCY

What really sets us apart from our competition is over 15+

We have a team of passionate professionals that assess,

We believe in complete transparency of our processes and

years of expertise building and executing search engine

strategize and execute on the critical elements of search

how we work to provide you results. There are no entry-level

optimization strategies for small to medium sized business

optimization which includes keyword analysis, content

or senior-level account managers juggling your projects.

designed to achieve growth and brand awareness.

development, on-page optimization and link-building.

You‘re only a text, email or phone call away from us.

90%+

200+

100%

client retention rate.

ranking factors we routinely assessed.

personally committed to our clients.

Google Search Console
Google Search Console is a free dashboard
provided by Google that helps you monitor,
maintain, and troubleshoot your site‘s presence in
Google Search results specifically.

DECEMBER
RT Machine and Jason Shaffer Group first partnered together in
December of 2018. The first month is spent exporting and
analyzing data, building a strict keyword list and tailoring a
strategy to grow the organic ranking of RT Machine for our strict
keyword list.

SEPTEMBER
Within 9 months of working together, we have taken RT
Machine from an average of 1,000 search impressions per day
to 2,000 on average per day (and pushing 2,500) by driving RT
Machine up the organic search results for highly searched
keywords.

Keyword Rankings
Keyword Rankings refer to your website‘s position
within search results for a specific keyword search
query based on over 200+ algorithms Google
requires websites to adhere to.

KEYWORD: WOODWORKING MACHINERY
On average receives 33,100 searches per month.
We identified the keyword “woodworking machinery“ as a
valuable keyword for RT Machine because of the monthly
estimated search volume the keyword gets as well as it‘s
relevance to the business. When we first started working with RT
Machine, they ranked in the mid-80th position (page 9 in
search results) which resulted in absolutely no search
impressions. Overtime, we have grown the organic search
ranking for RT Machine for this specific keyword to the 7th
position on Google (1st page) and will continue to push to the
highest position possible.

We track keyword rankings daily which is visible on the graph.

Keyword Rankings
Keyword Rankings refer to your website‘s position
within search results for a specific keyword search
query based on over 200+ algorithms Google
requires websites to adhere to.

KEYWORD: USED WOODWORKING MACHINERY
On average receives 8,100 searches per month.
We identified the keyword “used woodworking machinery“ as
a valuable keyword for RT Machine because of the monthly
estimated search volume the keyword gets as well as it‘s
relevance to the business. When we first started working with RT
Machine, they ranked at the 12th position (page 2 in search
results) which resulted in minimal search impressions. Overtime,
we have grown the organic search ranking for RT Machine for
this specific keyword to the 4th position on Google (1st page)
and will continue to push to the highest position possible.

We track keyword rankings daily which is visible on the graph.

Keyword Rankings
Keyword Rankings refer to your website‘s position
within search results for a specific keyword search
query based on over 200+ algorithms Google
requires websites to adhere to.

KEYWORD: USED WOODWORK MACHINERY
On average receives 8,100 searches per month.
We identified the keyword “used woodwork machinery“ as a
valuable keyword for RT Machine because of the monthly
estimated search volume the keyword gets as well as it‘s
relevance to the business. When we first started working with RT
Machine, they ranked at the 14th position (page 2 in search
results) which resulted in minimal search impressions. Overtime,
we have grown the organic search ranking for RT Machine for
this specific keyword to the 4th position on Google (1st page)
and will continue to push to the highest position possible.

We track keyword rankings daily which is visible on the graph.

NEXT STEP

DRIVE

CONVERT

DOMINATE

Jason Shaffer Group will continue to increase the rankings

Jason Shaffer Group will continue to identify and offer RT

Jason Shaffer Group will continue to identify “buying“

of RT Machine‘s valuable keywords to ensure continued

Machine impactful digital marketing solutions to help

related keywords through keyword discovery that will help

growth and to capture as much organic traffic as possible.

convert search engine traffic into quantifiable leads.

evolve and grow our keyword strategy.

212

100+

1,000+

total keywords in the top 10.

organic clicks per day.

total ranking keywords.

JASON SHAFFER GROUP, LLC

LETS GROW TOGETHER

Jason Shaffer, CEO and SEO Strategist
https://www.jasonshaffer.net
Phone: 717-585-0010
Location: Harrisburg, PA

